SAIB achieve efficiencies through switching their ITSM solution to assyst

The Challenges

During a period of growth in 2011, a new skilled and experienced team was put in place in SAIB to deliver on an IT vision for an IT department in keeping with Saudi Arabia’s fastest growing bank.

There was an overhaul of systems and it was decided that solutions should be streamlined, including ITSM. Within a year Axios Systems’ solution, assyst had been selected then implemented with the full support of the board of SAIB. The SAIB management team were involved from day one, supporting IT with a clear vision and well defined challenges.

SAIB were previously using HEAT Service Management from Frontrange but they decided to implement a new solution as they were facing various problems, including a lack of control over SLAs, and difficulties with the flexibility and capability of reporting. SAIB also found that tracking and follow up of Incidents wasn’t adequate in their previous solution.

The bank required an ITSM solution that would allow full ITILv3 support within the organisation, and that would help automate the processes required to adhere to ISO 20000 compliancy. They required full control of SLAs, comprehensive tracking and monitoring of the incident lifecycle, innovative dashboards and analytics.

The Solution

SAIB purchased assyst through a local partner, Arabic Computer Systems. The AGS team then led the programme with Arabic Computer Systems during the two months from inception to go live. Axios leveraged their tried and tested deployment methodology to ensure success and mitigate any risks in deployment, resulting in a smooth migration and problem free operationalization.

SAIB implemented assyst in 2012 and are using the latest version of the software, assyst10. They are using the assyst Self Service Portal for both IT and Facilities Management as well as rolling out to all staff within the organisation. Employees can now order almost anything through the system, from a PC, to new software.

About Saudi Investment Bank (SAIB)

Established by Royal Decree in 1976, the Saudi Investment Bank (SAIB) is the fastest growing bank in Saudi Arabia. SAIB’s Return on Assets (ROA) rose by 65% and the Net Profit Margin rose by 58% from 26.27% to an impressive 45.68% in only 12 months to March 2013. SAIB attribute their success to their focus on financing customers who are principally VIP investors and private companies within the Saudi market.

Offering traditional wholesale, retail and commercial banking products in more than 52 branches throughout the Kingdom, the bank employs 1500 staff including 40 members of the IT team.
The Results

Through using the service portal, the IT team at SAIB now receive 85% less calls compared with their previous solution. This saves them at least two of five days per week, giving the team an additional 40% of time per week to devote to other tasks.

SAIB prepared a booklet and provided training for the IT team and have reported that the time spent logging incident and problems has reduced by at least 50%. They have also found the assyst GUI easy to use for IT and business users alike.

The IT team have also reported that tracking and follow up of Incident Management is much more powerful in assyst compared with their previous solution, meaning full control, slicker workflows and a happier workforce.

The dashboards and analytics have already provided SAIB with insightful information to help them drive the business forward. They will soon be able to report automatically against any fault that happens within their ATM network of more than 350 ATMs though powerful integration with assyst, providing quicker resolution times and the ability to analyse faults easily.

In addition, SAIB have met their aim of being fully compliant with ISO 20000 and providing full ITIL ITSM throughout the organisation.

As we expand, it is very easy to increase our use of assyst and roll out additional licenses so that all staff can benefit from the service. Since implementation, SAIB have increased their licenses 250% within a year.
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Summary

• Challenge
  • ITIL V3 support and ISO20000 compliancy
  • Full control of SLAs
  • Comprehensive tracking and monitoring of the incident lifecycle

• Solution
  • Multi-Lingual (English & Arabic) solution
  • assyst Self-Service portal for IT and Facilities Management
  • Incident and Problem Management
  • assyst Service Catalog: available to all users within 12 months

• Benefits
  • 85% less calls
  • Powerful tracking and reporting
  • Full control, slicker workflows and a happier workforce

Find out more

Further information, e-mail info@ifs.com, contact your local IFS office or visit our web site, ifs.com